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Love Letter

Cultivating the Heart, Hands, & Mind

Dear Berkwood Hedge School Community,
As Berkwood Hedge School continues to evolve we
recognize that our cherished traditions are essential to
our foundation and our core identity—to nurturing our
values and to fulfilling our mission. Values such as academic
excellence, community, social justice and civic engagement
form the foundation of our curriculum and programs. In this
edition of Behind the Hedge we will celebrate the many rich
traditions that define Berkwood Hedge School, and explore
how our recently approved Strategic Plan is bringing the
school into greater alignment with our mission and
our values.
At our final community meeting last year, we saw and
experienced this alignment in action as we practiced our
tradition of honoring. It was deeply moving to watch:
children honored teachers for teaching and supporting them;
teachers honored children for their hard work, their joy and
their unique gifts; children honored one another for being
good friends and collaborators; staff honored parents for their
active engagement; and parents honored the community for
being a source of inspiration, safety and nourishment. It was
a powerful expression of our values and it confirmed that we
are indeed living our mission.
As a learning community, aligning our work to support
academic excellence is imperative and a core responsibility.
To ensure that we successfully meet this responsibility we
must ask ourselves, ‘what is the context for academic
excellence?’. At Berkwood Hedge School the context is
social emotional learning, social justice and civic
engagement. Our students have a strong sense of connection
and a sense of responsibility for their learning and for their
community. This naturally leads to deep engagement and
joyful learning in an environment that is safe and supports
healthy risk-taking. We understand that making mistakes
is an essential part of learning, growth and development.
Students advocate for themselves and for others, engage in
conflict resolution, collaboration and problem solving.
These skills prepare our students to be thoughtful,
compassionate, humane thinkers and doers.
This school year saw our teachers continue to implement
the educational program recommendations from our
Strategic Plan in order to uphold our standards of academic
excellence. Last spring Lead Teachers began a rigorous
process of “Content Review”, a four year collaborative
cycle aimed at strengthening our curriculum as a whole.
In this first year, we focused on a clear articulation of our
curriculum, and creating content alignment across grade
levels. This process allows for a collaborative assessment
of our K-5 curriculum scope and sequence in its entirety.
Every week for several months, we reviewed and discussed
approaches to a specific content strand such as reading.

Content strands included writing, social studies, science,
math, social emotional learning, and social justice. Tapping
into our collective wisdom and experience, we identified
the strengths within each teacher’s approach and also the
opportunities for strengthening and developing the program
further. This work supports our intention as a learning
community to continually deepen the alignment between
our core values and our programs at every level. We are
delighted to see Content Review move forward into its
second year, focusing on Thematic Project Based Learning
and Differentiation, and we will be sharing updates on this
work as the year unfolds.
Please be sure to explore the enclosed section on our
Strategic Plan to learn more about the innovative and
exciting initiatives that will strengthen our school in
three vital areas: our educational program, our identity
and communication (marketing), and our stewardship
and fiscal vitality.
Thank you for your continued partnership. Together we
sustain Berkwood Hedge School, a precious educational
refuge for children, where they experience the magic of
childhood while developing their heart, hands and mind.
Through our shared dedication we will ensure that our
vision carries forward for generations of children to come.
With Gratitude,

Love Weinstock
Love Weinstock
Head of School
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Cultivate. Grow. Thrive.
A strategic vision for the future of Berkwood Hedge School
The Landscape

Berkwood Hedge School is at a pivotal moment in our
story. Small in size, but mighty in the impact we have on
our children and community, we are poised to flourish
and deepen our well-nurtured roots. The intention of the
strategic planning team was to craft a vision that amplified
our identity as a child-centered school. We are deeply
committed to rich academics, social emotional learning,
social justice and civic engagement, and to addressing the
emerging needs of children, families, and the realities of
life in a rapidly changing world. This strategic plan will
strengthen our roots and stretch our reach as an
independent school.
The inclusive and deliberate strategic planning process
integrated voices, stories, and ideas from our community
to understand what children, families, alumni, and friends
value most about our school. Three strategic priorities
emerged from this process to which we intend to commit
time and resources, and which we believe will have a
transformational impact on our school.

Educational Program
We will provide a rich and relevant educational program
that cultivates compassion, innovation, and critical
thinking skills. Through deep exploration of real world
questions and problems, students will develop critical
thinking and collaboration skills and will engage in the
meaningful process of inquiry, research, reflection,
creativity, and problem solving. By actively participating
and contributing to their learning process, our students
will discover who they are as learners and their unique
roles as community members.

Telling Our Story
We will clarify, celebrate, and communicate our distinct
identity both within our school community and throughout
the East Bay in order to engage mission-aligned families
and to ensure their long-term commitment to our school.

Financial Stewardship

We will carefully steward our financial and human
resources in order to ensure the long-term fiscal health
and vibrancy of our school and to expand the educational
program we offer our children.

Digging Deep into the Plan
Each of these broad goals are supported by emerging
initiatives that when implemented will allow Berkwood
Hedge School to live our mission and values to our
fullest potential.

How We Learn
// The Program

Goal: We will provide a rich and relevant academic
and social emotional educational program that cultivates
active and collaborative exploration, deep reflection and
play, and that promotes critical thinking skills as children
pursue meaning.
Berkwood Hedge School will be intentional about why
we teach, what we teach, and how we teach in order to
provide a foundation for learning that will best serve our
students. The habits of heart and mind, the academic
fundamentals, and the strong sense of self and respect
for others are seeds we plant at Berkwood Hedge School
that blossom and grow throughout our graduates’ lives.
We will:
∙ Project Based Learning - Deepen our thematic, project
and inquiry-based approach to teaching, supporting
students to apply their academic and social skills
through real-world challenges and problem-based
projects.
∙ Differentiation - Provide our faculty with the
professional development and resources they need
to differentiate instruction for each student based on
individual needs.

Who We Are

// Communication & Identity
Goal: We will clarify, celebrate, and communicate our
distinct identity both within the school community and
throughout the East Bay in order to engage missionaligned families and to ensure their long-term commitment
to the school.
Never before has a Berkwood Hedge School education
been more relevant and more important.

Our rapidly changing world and the democratization of
information require our children to grow into adults who can
capably communicate and collaborate with diverse communities, and creatively solve problems.
Our commitment to social and environmental justice,
academic excellence, and social-emotional learning are
fundamental to our identity as a school, and more than ever,
to our students’ identities and capacities as global citizens.
Now is the time for Berkwood Hedge School to share our
compelling story and our distinct program both inside and
outside the school community.
We will:
∙ Develop a clear, succinct, and powerful articulation of our
distinct mission, values, and program that can be shared in
various formats including print, video, written, and spoken
messages.
∙ Clarify our graduate profile in order to ensure that
prospective families and current families fall in love with
the student experience.

∙ Ensure a substantial professional development budget in
order to support our outstanding faculty.
∙ Develop a culture of philanthropy within the community
in order to increase non-tuition revenue that will support
operations, our commitment to diversity and affordability,
and enable us to execute this strategic vision.
∙ Establish a policy for growing, maintaining, and allocating
the unrestricted financial reserves.
∙ Evaluate and assess facilities to determine how they
support and/or inhibit safety and security, and the
educational program.
This plan for our dynamic future will allow Berkwood
Hedge School to grow stronger and be more vibrant over
the next five years. We will deepen our roots as a
progressive, nurturing, and diverse community of families,
teachers and learners. We will grow new branches and
leaves in the form of new programs, enhanced learning
spaces, and a clearly articulated, distinct identity.

∙ Build the capacity of our board, school leadership, and
faculty and staff to tell the Berkwood Hedge School story.
∙ Ensure that all of our community events and
communications for prospective parents and current
families consistently align with our message, values,
and mission.

Our Resources

// Stewardship & Fiscal Vitality
Goal: Berkwood Hedge School has been a part of the Bay
Area educational landscape for over 70 years and we are in
our strongest financial position in recent history. We want
to continue educating future generations of students who
represent the rich diversity of the Bay Area. Specifically,
we want to offer an education to a diversity of students
who reflect the cosmopolitan community of the Bay Area.
A diverse student body not only strengthens our community
but also provides an authentic and holistic education to
our children.
Our human, physical and financial resources are precious.
We must carefully steward them in order to offer a high
quality, relevant, and aesthetically pleasing environment in
which our children thrive.
We will:
∙ Set tuition in consideration of the value of a Berkwood
Hedge School education and how it compares with peer
schools, and continue to provide tuition assistance at a
level that cultivates a diverse and inclusive learning
community.
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HONORING TRADITIONS

Our community is rich with traditions new and old. These traditions reflect our
core values of academic excellence, social emotional learning, inclusivity, creativity
and kindness. Here, we highlight many of our traditions and share how they
express and sustain the spirit of our community.

ALL SCHOOL TRIPS // Twice a year the entire school enjoys two community building all-school
trips. In December we visit the ice-skating rink to participate in this traditional winter activity. In June we take a
longer trip to Angel Island to enjoy the beauty of the Bay Area, travelling by ferry and hiking through the island
along the waters of the bay.
ANNUAL FUND // The Annual Fund is Berkwood Hedge School’s single most important fundraiser.

This fund drive brings our community together in support of our mission. Beginning in the fall and running
through the winter, the entire community - current families, grandparents, alumni, staff and Trustees express
their commitment to the school with an offering of financial support, at any level. Each year we rely on 100%
participation from the community in order to reach our goal. Some families donate through workplace giving
programs that provide matching gifts, while others give in monthly recurring installments. This financial
support ensures that we can continue to deepen and expand our innovative educational program rooted in
Project Based Learning which includes environmental science, visual and performing arts, field trips, and so
much more.

ARTIST IN RESIDENCE // During lunchtime and in the afterschool program, Bay Area poet
and storyteller Walker Brents III transports students into the world of story. Folklore, fables and myths nourish
the imagination at its most primary level. Children follow the adventures of mythic figures such as Athena,
Parvati, Odin, Coyote, Anansi and others throughout the year as Walker shares a treasure trove of
wisdom through story.
AFTERSCHOOL PROGRAM (ASP) FAMILY FUN NIGHT // Each May
ASP hosts this perennial favorite! Typically over 150 people attend this pizza potluck party to eat, play family
based games, and spend quality time with their family, friends, and community.
AFTERSCHOOL PROGRAM ENRICHMENT // Each year we offer elective classes
in ASP. Most are taught by our teachers, and others are provided by outside educators. Classes have included art,
math club, drumming, yoga, sports club, photography, and more.
BERKWOOD HEDGE REVUE

// Each June this annual talent show—for students, by
students—allows kids to share their gifts, have fun, and inspire one another. Students perform comedic skits
and magic tricks, dance, sing, and play instruments. This tradition is a highlight of the year where kids can
laugh and sing together as a community.

BOOK THIS EVENING // Each year the Library Committee invites a local children’s book
author, illustrator, or storyteller to share their work. This face-to-face meeting with a working writer is an
important family event that inspires the community to engage fully with literature.

BOOK SWAP // The day before the Readathon students are encouraged to bring their gently used books

to trade with friends. Students display their books on blankets in the Big Yard creating a literary marketplace!

BUDDIES // Each year students are assigned a buddy. The fifth graders are paired with kindergartners and

so on. This is an opportunity for community and relationship building across grade levels that provides younger
children with an older friend. Once a week buddies visit each other’s classrooms and participate in learning
activities. Older buddies often read to their younger buddies, or assist with lessons. For older buddies this is a
way to give back to the community, experience being an elder and learn responsibility. The buddy system unites
the entire school body and minimizes hierarchy among the grade levels.

BUDDY BRUNCH

// To support our newest community members, Berkwood Hedge School pairs
our new families with current “buddy” families. At the Buddy Brunch each June, incoming families come to
campus to meet their buddy families and their new teacher, and to spend some time at the school before the
summer break.

CHICKENS // Berkwood Hedge School is fortunate to have four chickens on campus as part of our
community! Their coop is located near the Art Room off of the side yard where the K-3 children have lunch
and often stop to feed them. AIR (3rd grade) class students are the stewards for the chickens and oversee the
feeding and care of our feathered friends. Eggs are gathered weekly and shared with families and staff.
COMMENCEMENT // Commencement is filled with many traditions that express appreciation for
the graduating students. The FIRE class Lead Teacher introduces the graduates as they receive their diplomas
and honors each of them for their unique contributions to the Berkwood Hedge School community. Parents are
also invited to speak from the stage and offer personal tributes. SPIRITS and graduating FIRE class students who
have been buddies exchange parting gifts. The graduates’ families also create autobiographical collage posters
that are displayed around the big yard for viewing.
COMMUNITY MEETINGS

// A weekly assembly, Community Meetings bring together
students, teachers, and parents to share updates and highlight exciting classroom happenings. Children are also
invited to stand and ‘honor’ someone. Singing, laughter, and younger siblings are a staple at these fun meetings!

CONTENT REVIEW

// Content review is an annual opportunity for teachers and administrators
to assess, evaluate, strengthen, and articulate our educational program. Each year we focus on a different content
“strand” such as math or reading. In reviewing each content strand, we utilize the collective wisdom of the staff
to identify strengths and areas for improvement.
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DIVERSITY COMMITTEE

// The Diversity Committee at Berkwood Hedge School actively
works to foster awareness, courage, empathy, and compassion in parents, teachers, and staff so that they can
teach our children to become voices for positive change in the world. The Diversity Committee is open to all
community members who want to help promote diversity awareness and multiculturalism in every aspect of
our community. Starting this year, the lead teachers and administrative team, along with key staff members, will
constitute the Staff Diversity Committee, which will be open to the entire staff. The Parent Diversity Committee
will focus on monthly diversity dialogues and the Festival of Lights event. The Staff Diversity Committee will
focus on equity pedagogy, diversity film night and building staff capacities around cultural competency and
implementing our new social justice framework in the classroom.

END OF YEAR POTLUCK // This annual gathering marks the end of the school year and brings

both current families, staff and alumni together to celebrate community!

FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS // The Festival of Lights is an annual celebration held in December,
where families are invited to share their winter traditions and customs with the Berkwood Hedge School
community. These often include cultural stories, music or activities that relate to the celebration of the winter
season. The Festival is a wonderful opportunity for families to share a piece of themselves with the community
and for children to see their families represented in their school environment. Children are also welcomed
and encouraged to participate in these presentations.
FIELD TRIPS // These trips are an important complement to each class’ curriculum and support
students in deepening their learning through real life experience outside the classroom.
FIRE CLASS PLAY // Each spring, the fifth grade performs a play. Sometimes an original produc-

tion, other times a rendition of a classic, this play is an exciting culmination of the school year for our graduating
class who collaborate on the staging and choreography.

GRANDPARENTS & SPECIAL FRIENDS DAY

// A day for students to share
their school life with grandparents and special friends, showing them their classrooms, their schoolwork, and
the campus.

HALLOWEEN // In celebration of Halloween, children from all grades come to school dressed in
costumes. K-4th graders parade through the neighborhood while the 5th graders organize a festive carnival for
the younger classes to enjoy! Each year the entire staff collectively chose a costume theme, keeping it top secret
from the students. On Halloween day they surprise the children, coming to school dressed in costume!

HONORING

// A beautiful and core tradition at Berkwood Hedge School, honoring happens weekly
at our Community Meetings. It is a time when students and adults reflect on each other’s best qualities and give
voice to feelings of appreciation.

LUNCH LEAGUE

// Twice a week during lunchtime, 3rd-5th grades have an opportunity to engage
in safe and supportive team games based on fair play and sportsmanship that foster cooperation and teamwork.

OPEN ART // Led by nationally acclaimed muralist and long time Berkwood Hedge School art teacher

Edy Boone, Open Art is a twice weekly lunchtime activity for students from all grades to engage in unstructured
art incorporating found objects into their painting, drawings and collage in an open studio setting.

OFFICE OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
(ORJ, A.K.A. THE “ORANGE BUILDING”) // Founded in 2016 by Senior Associate

Teacher Silver Samuels, the ORJ was established to offer creative approaches to conflict that are rooted in
restorative justice rather than punitive measures. Children can opt to resolve conflicts through the ORJ.
“Take-aways and tasks” identify what they took away from the community, and the opportunity to give back
in turn through a task such as tidying the sandbox toys. Other ORJ activities include art, music and writing
opportunities (using a vintage typewriter) during break and recess times. Finally, “friendship meetings”,
facilitated by Silver and other staff are an important component of the ORJ, where children are assisted in
practicing conflict resolution.

PARENT EDUCATION // These educational evening events, held throughout the year explore
topics such as child and adolescent development, math education, discussing race with children, adoption,
non-violent communication, and raising resilient girls.
THEMATIC PROJECT BASED LEARNING (PBL) // PBL engages students with

an authentic real-world context, building upon student interests, and student voice and choice in the project.
In PBL students develop a challenging question to drive the project, find resources, and apply information.
Teachers facilitate sustained inquiry and reflection to guide growth and learning. Final projects are presented
publicly allowing students to explain their knowledge and process within and beyond the classroom.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

// Berkwood Hedge School provides ongoing
professional development to teachers and staff in an effort to support continual learning and growth.
Exposure to emerging pedagogy ensures that teachers are trained in current best practices and further
deepens their expertise.
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PUBLISHING PARTIES

// Publishing parties are a fun and creative opportunity for students to
share their own writing with parents, classmates and staff. Each class hosts one annually, and the children’s
work is on display for the community to read. Community members are invited to give written feedback to each
student at the publishing party as well.

READ-A-THON // A day long event in February, this day is dedicated to celebrating reading!
Sporting pajamas and cozying up in sleeping bags, students spend the day reading and being read to
as a community.
SCIENCE FAIR

// Every Spring each student presents their science project at an evening Science Fair
event. Young scientists share their process of inquiry, their findings and discoveries through written word,
images and hands on models from their science experiments.

SIGN-UPS

// Three times a year, fun and unique elective classes are offered by teachers, parents/
guardians and Fifth graders for three consecutive weeks. This school wide activity allows children from different
grades to work together pursuing common interests, and for community members to share their special talents,
gifts and hobbies.

SKATING

// Every Wednesday at lunchtime students can rollerblade! Some bring their own skates,
and others use the Berkwood Hedge School equipment.

SOUP’S ON

// A community building and fundraising activity, Soup’s On engages every class in
preparing a soup lunch for the entire school. Soups include a vegetarian and dairy free option, served in
each child’s own handmade ceramic bowl. Families are asked to donate a gift in support of the charity each
class selects.

SPRING CELEBRATION // The school’s biggest fundraising event of the year, this party and
auction brings together staff and parents for an evening of delicious food, drink, music and dancing. Starting a
month prior to the event, the School hosts an online silent auction which serves to raise a significant portion of
the funds from this event.
SPRING CONCERT & PERFORMING ARTS

// This annual event showcases the
Berkwood Hedge School Music and Dance programs and highlights the students’ creativity as they perform
dance pieces, play instruments and sing at this school wide concert.

STAFF APPRECIATION

campus, as an expression of appreciation.

// Once a year, each class organizes a special lunch for staff, served on

STEP UPS

// To support student and parents as they move into the next grade level, Berkwood Hedge
School offers Step Up mornings. This is one way we prepare students for the next school year and grade level.
They meet their new teacher, explore the classroom and learn about the coming year’s program including special
projects and field trips.

STORYTELLING FESTIVAL // Every October the school hosts its annual Storytelling Festival,
honoring the rich art and tradition of storytelling. Story holds a special place within the Berkwood Hedge
School culture and curriculum, and is recognized as an invaluable tool for teaching and learning. Organized
by a committee of staff and parents, volunteers assist with everything from set design and drafting press releases,
to ticket sales. The festival provides opportunities for children to learn about new cultures, history, and language,
and it celebrates the passing of wisdom and knowledge from one generation to the next.
TEACH-IN

// Each year staff select a social justice based theme to guide a community wide week long
Teach-In. Utilizing community meetings, guest speakers and inter-aged hands-on workshops, the Teach-In
provides a focus of study that builds community, deepens the commitment to social justice and expands the
modes of learning for each child.

TOWN MEETINGS // Monthly Town Meetings are a school wide opportunity for students to voice
concerns, ideas, solutions and observations that impact their school community. A FIRE (5th grade) student
runs each meeting and the student-created agenda, taking input from the rest of the student body. Topics have
included: sharing chickens, making new friends, and managing equipment on the Big Yard. These meetings
empower all students to take ownership of their community, finding ways to personalize and improve the
school experience.
VISUAL ARTS SHOW

// Each spring, this school-wide event welcomes parents to campus for a
retrospective of the artwork created by each student over the course of the entire school year. This morning long
celebration of the visual arts at Berkwood Hedge School begins with a slideshow of student work at an all school
assembly, and is followed by a tour of all classrooms where student art is displayed.
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VISUAL ARTS

“Their journey into beauty and wonder is just beginning.”
- Deanne Burke, SPIRIT Art Teacher

PERFORMING ARTS

“Grades 3-5 use drama as a vehicle to create a cohesive ensemble, practice
taking risks, and explore the limits of imagination and creativity. Drama is an
extension of the community building work we do in each classroom.”
- Kate Miller, Drama Teacher, WATER class Lead Teacher
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POET’S CORNER
“...Flowers can have
conversations,
the love you have
for your mother can
have a taste.”
- Hanan Masri

Ode
Blueberry.
You’re the King
of fruits.
- Zach Weisz
(Kindergarten)

Paper is
a field of snow
that you can
write on.
- Marnina Dimond
(First Grade)

A Family dies
A Family lives
One dies in a family
One lives in a family
A family is a family.
- Gily Hynes
(Kindergarten)

“Poetry is a deal of joy and pain and wonder, with a dash of the
dictionary. Thinking is always the stumbling stone to poetry.”
- Khalil Gibran

SPIRIT

by Hanan Masri, SPIRIT (K) Lead Teacher
It takes a lot of courage to write poetry. Sometimes it asks
you to abandon convention, to listen to something older than
language. When you are a child, this muse is perhaps at its
prime. The mechanics of noun-verb, punctuation, and logic
are still crystallizing, and the line between worlds is still a
hazy sea-green. Without these constraints, the mind can go
on to blend sensations and understandings- flowers can have
conversations, the love you have for your mother can have a
taste.
At Berkwood Hedge School, children explore this elusive
genre through mentor poets, mini lessons, and precious,
sacred writing time. One morning, you may wonder at the
way ee cummings asks you to see the world with the “eyes
of your eyes”, and ask what does it all mean? Poetry’s heart
is big enough to hold whatever you feel. For a few days, the
class may look at different flavors of poetry- odes, acrostics,
and haikus. Children find new ways to appreciate and honor
one another. One morning, they begin trading odes with one
another like secret notes. “O Oree! I hope you come to my
house soon”, writes Mateo. You wait for the day when a child
naturally tries their hand at alliteration. And then Sophia
pens a line break that reads “snakes slithering in swirls again
and again” and you fly that small plane right into that gorgeous dust storm! A mini lesson is born!
Poetry can be a picky eater. She’ll push you to find a word
besides “awesome” or “cool” to describe your weekend trip
to the park. She’ll ask you to peel back the layers when you

A book
a look
a magical world
in which you can not enter,
but to make one
you only need
a pencil and a paper!
- Seren Meketa (Second Grade)

say ‘I love my sister”. Is that what Emma writes about? “Love
is no eggs, no meat/avocados, salad.” Or more like a house
that is “quiet and piano” says Beckett. Together as a class you
begin to see a form in the dark. “Poetry is a song but you say
it instead of sing it” explains Oree. “Also, it’s rap!” declares
Zach.
“Poetry is what you really want to say in your heart” says
Lucia, who stops us in our tracks. Sometimes all we need to
say is summed up in seven words. Other times, we find that
we can sustain and grow an image a while longer. “We line
up like wild horses for PE/ Jason says, “Get in your barns!”/
We gallop to our numbers/And neigh at Jason to tell us what
the games are today.”
You won’t love or understand every poem you come across.
“That makes no sense!” cries out a Kindergartener when
Naomi Shihab Nye tells us that “you can’t order a poem like
you order a taco/Walk up to the counter and say I’ll take
two.” And then one lone voice in the circle, “It totally makes
sense, you can’t buy a poem and put guacamole on it!”
I told you, poetry’s heart is big enough. Khalil Gibran says,
“Poetry is a deal of joy and pain and wonder, with a dash
of the dictionary. Thinking is always the stumbling stone to
poetry.” Keep this genre by your bedside. Mix it up during
your nightly read alouds with your children. It will remind
you of who you were before you said your first word.

My Family
My dad is as tall
as a tree and as gentle
as a sunflower.
My mom is as tall as grass
and as calm as a seashell
drifting on soft sand.
I am as big as a flower
and as peaceful
as the ocean.
- Cole Sivori
(Kindergarten)
15

Project Based Learning
Hanan Masri, SPIRIT (K)

The SPIRIT Class has greatly enjoyed laying down their
roots this year in a myriad of ways. During morning
circle, we always begin with deep, grounding breaths
that root mind, body, and spirit. Each child, in concert
with their family, learned their ancestral roots which
folded in faith, continents, cities, and languages. Our
unit on hair, from follicle, root, to end, told us more
about where we come from and what we are made of.
The science of botany has been a year long favorite
as we set out to learn the function and names of plant
parts, create a small herb garden in honor of Cesar
Chavez, and appreciate the anchoring power of roots
all around.
“All things alive have roots—animals, trees,
bears, sunflowers, people, grass. Family has roots.
You have to take care of them” - Emma

Emily Esguerra, WOOD (1)

One of my favorite annual projects that we do in 1st
grade centers around el Dia de los Muertos. Throughout
our study the WOODWORKERS address the everimportant question: “How do we honor and celebrate
our loved ones who have passed?” It is a deep,
existential question, but one that first graders are quite
adept in discussing. With great empathy and delicacy,
we dive deep into a topic that too often our culture
avoids. We examine the beauty and celebratory side of
death, learning about the Mexican customs typically
associated with the holiday, such as creating papel

picados, planting marigold flowers and decorating our
own calaveras (skulls). As art is such an integral part of
el Dia de los Muertos, we culminate our project with
a field trip to Balmey Alley in the Mission District with
our own muralist, Edy Boone. We observe and take
in the vibrant visuals in this predominately Mexican
neighborhood. WOODWORKERS are able to see papel
picados hanging in the streets, smell the pan de muerto
coming from local bakeries, and see merchants selling
skulls from the corner bodegas. The students’ favorite
piece of this project is making a huge ofrenda (altar)
for our own school community. Here, community
members are invited to bring in photos and artifacts
of people they know who have passed onto the spirit
world as a way to commemorate their legacy. Through
our in-depth study of death, students, parents, and
community members come alive together.

Elisa Edwards, EARTH (2)

Each year, the curriculum in the EARTH Class centers
on the idea of “change”. This year, the EARTHLINGS
took on a new project – a pond study and habitat
restoration project in Tilden Park. The intention was to
observe changes over time in a local ecosystem, and if
all went well, have a positive impact on its health. We
launched our pond study on a wonderfully damp, muddy afternoon in October. Anthony Fisher, our naturalist,
and husband of our Head of School, explained how the
pond fills up with rainwater each fall and winter, drying
up in the summer. He told us about natural events that
have impacted the pond (a large tree fell across it last
year) as well as human decisions that have influenced it
(people have thrown firewood and bricks into the pond,
and at one point it was kept full year-round with city
water).
Next, Anthony introduced us to a fire-bellied newt that
he had found nearby that morning. In recent years, he
has noticed that while newts come to the pond to lay
eggs by the thousands, they do not seem to be developing into larvae. We wondered if there was something
we could do to improve the newts’ chances of reproducing. While there are undoubtedly many factors at
play in this ecosystem, we decided to try removing
logs and bricks and raking excess plant debris from the
banks. Over the course of three more visits (in December, March and May), the EARTHLINGS tracked

changes in the depth of the water, its turbidity (or
murkiness) as well as the biodiversity both in and
around the pond. They noted seasonal changes as well
as the presence and absence of various animals. Much
to our delight, the health of the pond ecosystem did
seem to improve over time. It was immensely gratifying
to find a significant population of baby newts on our
final visit!

Erica Koval, AIR (3)

One PBL unit this year in the AIR Class was our science
fair project. Students were given a challenge to convince a fictional mayor which renewable energy source
the mayor should use for their city. Students practiced
non-fiction reading skills as they researched their chosen
renewable energy form. Then, they engaged the scientific method as they designed, constructed, tested, and
improved upon their design. Students practiced their
technical writing skills as they created a written proposal
to convince the mayor. Finally, embedded throughout
the whole unit was the requirement of 21st century skills
such as taking initiative and responsibility, problem solving, creativity, collaboration, and time management.

um” that included presentation boards and hands-on
interactive games with a touch and feel station which
demonstrated the different qualities of each planet and
the scope of our solar system.

Marianne Burkhead, FIRE (5)

In this first year of focused Project Based Learning (PBL)
at Berkwood Hedge School, the FIRE Class adapted a
long-standing research project to include some elements
of PBL. For many years, the 5th Graders have learned
to do research through a unit about exploration of the
New World in the 15th and 16th centuries. Each student
researches a particular explorer (Columbus, Magellan,
Drake, Hudson, DeSoto, etc.) focusing on 4 major questions that guide the research. Using those notes, they
then write a paper that looks at the life and work of that
particular explorer. Along the way, they develop research
skills: to read non-fiction effectively, to paraphrase the
work of others, to write an effective introduction and
conclusion, and to construct a bibliography. They also
hone their word processing skills and the use of Google
docs. This year, an additional requirement of the unit
was to create a visual element to enhance the written
component. Students did an amazing job of creating a
variety of art projects, from model carvels to dramatic
scenes of explorers and Native Americans. All of their
hard work culminated in a grand publishing party where
each student shared one surprising fact about his or her
explorer and where all of the art projects were
prominently displayed in an “explorer museum” of
sorts. The great takeaway from this 6-week unit was
that European explorers of the New World really
believed that they could find a passage to the Indies by
going through the North American continent, despite
all the evidence to the contrary!

Kate Miller, WATER (4)

This year the WATER Class explored our theme of home
through the lens of the solar system as our ultimate
home. We studied this from the macro to the micro
levels, learning about outer space and the 9 planets,
and then moving into an in-depth study of planet earth.
Using a Project Based Learning model, our inquiry was
guided by the central question: what makes earth an
ideal home for humans? Students were paired with a
partner and they researched the planets examining what
makes them uninhabitable. Next they wrote a persuasive essay on why humans can’t live on these planets.
As a group project they created a space museum in the
community room called the “Super Solar Space Muse17

Celebrating Marianne
17 Years!
For the past seventeen years, Marianne Burkhead
has played a vital role at Berkwood Hedge School,
preparing our graduating fifth graders for the next
chapter in their educational journey. Year after year,
students remark that Marianne teaches them how
to navigate the “real world”, ensuring that they have
the skills and knowledge needed for success in sixth
grade and beyond. After forty-one years of teaching, this year Marianne is retiring and moving back to
North Carolina. Here, we discuss her long career as an
educator and her years at Berkwood Hedge School.
Can you tell us how you began teaching and a little
about your background in education?
I received my teaching certificate from the University of North
Carolina at Greensboro in 1972 and went on to serve as the
Director of Education at the Christ Episcopal Church in Winchester,
Virginia. In 1977 I began teaching at the Charlotte Country Day
School in the 6th and 7th grades and taught there for the next 25
years. I’ve actually taught in a few different capacities over the
years: elementary school of course, but also a GED course for
recovering drug addicts in a residential treatment program in
Charlotte, and a high school completion course for English at
a community college.

What has kept you teaching all of these years?
It’s the only profession where you get a fresh start each year - new
faces, and ever evolving curriculum.

“As I enter this exciting thing called retirement, I must pause and reflect on the times
in my professional life when I learned the
most, grew more than I thought was possible, and felt fulfilled and joyous because of
my work. That time has been my nearly 17
years at Berkwood Hedge. During my time
here, I have been inspired by the talent and
commitment of my colleagues, strengthened
by the enthusiasm and willingness of my
students, and heartened by the dedication
of each family to the broader education
of our children. I’ve never known a more
generous community. To all of you, I say
thank you from the bottom of my heart.”
					
- Marianne Burkhead

What has changed most in education since you
started teaching?
Pedagogy has been all over the place in the past 40 years. It has
gone from teacher centric classrooms to student centric ones. If a
profession isn’t always growing and changing it has to step back and
question why. The pendulum of teaching and learning methods has
swung quite widely over the years. Teaching methods have included
segregating classes by ability, mixing by ability, interdisciplinary
learning, incorporating learning styles and emotional intelligence,
and project based learning. The truth is that a good teacher does all
of these things naturally and pays attention to them all. Teaching
has to be fluid- we live in a changing world, and I’m talking about
attitudes, culture, and social norms. We have to prepare kids.

What brought you to Berkwood Hedge School?
I had moved to California and started at Berkwood Hedge School
mid-year to design social studies curriculum and to teach language
arts in the 5/6th grade classroom (it was a combined multi-aged
classroom that year). I knew from the first day here that I would
finish out my career at Berkwood Hedge School. I was asked to
stay on and was hired to teach the 5/6th grade class as the Lead
Teacher for the following year.

What has kept you at Berkwood Hedge School for
all of these years?
The Charlotte Country Day school was a very traditional college
preparatory school. At Berkwood Hedge School I had the feeling
that I had found my niche. Coming into a school where children
were honored and treated like teachers themselves was a breath
of fresh air, so I stayed. I also had family in the area.

What do you value most about teaching at Berkwood
Hedge School?

What are some of your fondest memories from your
years at Berkwood Hedge School?

The relationships with colleagues, families and children that I’ve
established have been a real gift. Also, the autonomy to design my
curriculum has been wonderful.

Certainly my colleagues have become good friends and supported
me like family. Quirky kids who make me laugh day in and day out.
I started here at 50 years old. To spend my last working days here, at
a place like this - what a gift.

What are some things you wish more people
understood about teaching?
I don’t think people understand what a physical job it is, how much
physical energy it takes to be in the classroom everyday. It’s also
not understood how much professional development is needed and
done continually. Especially over the summer months. Summers are
not really vacation time; it’s a time for reflection and preparation for
the coming year. Also, teachers really grow attached to children and
worry about more than just their cognitive growth.

What are the most important qualities for a
teacher to have?
A sense of humor, this is the primary quality. And patience. Also,
it’s important for teachers to have an understanding of our own
human frailty. Being honest with children about ourselves, that we
have lives, emotions and feelings. The more kids can see teachers
as humans, the better chance the relationship can be established to
support deeper learning.

What do you think are Berkwood Hedge School’s
strengths as a school?
The progressive developmental philosophy is a strength. That we
strive to meet each child where he/she is and to differentiate the
curriculum as needed. Another strength is the commitment of every
constituent: teachers, families, and staff - to raising children who
are socially aware, and curious about the world around them. The
school also works very hard to stay on top of new information about
how children learn and how to approach this with some creativity.
A great strength is that here, school is a participatory act, everyone
has a say in their education.

What will you miss the most about teaching?
I’m going to miss the children, the collegial interactions, the daily
surprises that kids bring to the classroom, and the intellectual
stimulation teaching has always provided.

What advice do you have for a new teacher
starting out?
There is no piece of curriculum that is more important than the relationship you will establish with your students. They will remember
the story you read to them and the band- aid you put on their booboo. Nothing is more important than the relationship.

What has stayed unchanged since you started
teaching?
Children. They’re remarkable. Amazing little beings. They’re the
same curious, wondrous beings. How they are brought up has
changed, but children stay the same.

What hopes do you have for Berkwood Hedge School
in the coming years?
That it continues to thrive and be a community where everyone is
welcome.

What are you looking forward to the most in your
retirement?
Spending time with my grandchildren! Rhett is 18 months, Gracie
is 10 years old and Anna Claire is 12 years old. I’m also looking
forward to getting active in North Carolina politics!

2016-2017 FIRE Class Headlands Trip
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ANNUAL REPORT

Dear Berkwood Hedge School Community,
Our learning community continues to thrive. Thanks to the generosity of our parents, our Board members,
and the talent and hard work of our faculty and staff we have expanded our educational programs and created
a new administrative structure to support our school for years to come. Every community member has
contributed in their own significant way, and has made this growth possible.
Berkwood Hedge School has a history of strong fiscal responsibility. For the past five years our Annual
Campaign has benefitted from 100% participation from families and Board. This past year we were thrilled
to see 100% participation once again, raising over $128,000—exceeding our goal by over $8000! This
tremendous show of support, along with gifts from alumni, staff, grandparents and friends demonstrates
the dedication of our community.
This past year we fortified and improved the school’s campus and facilities in many ways. These projects
directly support our educational program. With your generosity, we accomplished the following:
• Stained the two side yard teaching platforms and refinished the picnic tables
• Installed new rugs in the quad building classrooms
• Mounted screens, hanging maps, projectors, document cameras, and white boards in classrooms
• Purchased new furniture (stools, chairs, standing desks, tables)
• Painted and touched up all the classrooms and the Community Room
• Refinished the Community Room floor
• Rebuilt the walls behind the toilets in Community Room bathrooms
• Installed water filters in all water fountains, classrooms and the Community Room entry
• Purchased and installed a new in-ground basketball hoop
• Swapped AIR and FIRE classrooms (and reconfigured the orientation of one of the upstairs classrooms)
• Installed a new roof on the Community Room
• Waterproofed the AIR and WOOD classrooms’ southern facing walls
• Repaired plumbing connected to the Art room (replaced old pipe with root intrusion)

Every day our campus teems with the joy, creativity, intellectual curiosity and the excitement of our students.
They are the ones who are the true manifestations of our mission. They have the courage to apply themselves
in reading and math, try new modalities in the arts such as choir or dance, make new friends, and deepen old
friendships in new ways. Our students sustain the culture of kindness, generosity and exploration that is a
hallmark of our school.
This year we will continue to implement our strategic plan, strengthening our educational program,
communicating our identity and vision, and stewarding our healthy finances.
Thank you for being a part of our learning community and for the many ways in which you and your
children contribute to our continued success. With the support of our donors, alumni, volunteers, children
and families, Berkwood Hedge School continues to provide a rich and transformational education for
our students.
In Partnership,

Love Weinstock

Tom Meyer

Tanir Ami Konecky

Love Weinstock		
Head of School			

Tom Meyer
Board Chair 2015 - 2017		

Tanir Ami Konecky
Board Chair

If you believe in it... Invest in it.
Berkwood Hedge School’s financial results
for the 2016-17 school year were excellent.
The school had a net surplus of over $120,000,
significantly better than the budget, and all
of which goes directly towards supporting
our rich and vibrant program. This surplus
was due in large part to generous community support for the annual fund, major gifts,
and high enrollment. As a result, the school
continues to invest in site improvements and
classroom upgrades. Unlike most independent schools, Berkwood Hedge School owns
its site free and clear, and has no debt. We
want to ensure that we have the resources to
continue this fiscal model and further develop our strong program. Last year’s financial
results mean that the school can invest more
than ever in the teachers and program that
distinguish the school, and in a generous
tuition assistance policy that helps keep our
community thriving and diverse.
We appreciate the Berkwood Hedge School
community’s commitment to sustaining our
school and we thank you for giving generously to the Annual Fund.

Budgeted Revenue Sources 2016-2017
Tuition & Fees, net (82.3%)
Fundraising (8.5%)
Extended Care (3.9%)
Restricted Gifts (3.1%)
Investment (2.3%)

1,611,226
165,972
75,775
60,000
44,266

Total Revenues

1,957,239

Fundraising 2016-2017
Annual Fund (77.5%)
Spring Celebration (11.2%)
Other (11.3%)

128,570
18,575
18,827

Total Fundraising

165,972

Budgeted Expenses 2016-2017
Salaries and Benefits (84.1%) 1,590,243
Administration (4.9%)
92,105
General (4.6%)
87,421
Campus and Maintenance (3.4%) 64,219
Instructional (3%)
56,872
Total Expenses

1,890,860

Tom Mayhew
Tom Mayhew
Treasurer, Board of Trustees
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THANK YOU!
The 2016-17 Promise Fund Campaign was a great success. We raised over $128,000—exceeding our
goal by over $8000. For the fifth year in a row we received 100% participation from all our families.
Each name listed here represents a commitment to and investment in the students, educators and future
of Berkwood Hedge School. Thank you to all the donors, your support is invaluable.
Steven Abrahams & Heidi Unruh
Ackerman’s Servicing Volvo & Subaru
Ronald & Pat Adler
Keysha Alexander
Sharon Amacher & Jay Hollick
Tanir Ami Konecky & Josh Konecky
Daniel Barash & Mark Jacobs
Ulf Baumann & Alexis Zoe Smith-Baumann
Betsy Belding
Dr. Carsten Beyer
Joshua Blatt & Andrea Zirman
Anne Bleeker Corcos
Salathiel Bluitt & Katarzyna Zacha
Thia Boggs
Edy Boone
Ondine Boulter
Rudolph Brooks
Kristen & Nate Brooks
Sandy & Paul Brumbaum
Kelly Bulkeley & Hilary Krane
Deanne Burke
David & Melanie Burns
Julia Bourland Chambers & Larry Chambers
Julia Chang & Aaron Frank
Christopher Cherney & Natasha Bell
Jennifer & Nowell Chernick
Sherwin Chew
Michael & Sabrina Chu
Irene Chung & SeiMyung Chang
Marty Conrad and Kurt Regas
Yvonne Cordova & Jim Sivori
Fred Cordova
Alena Cowan
Laura Davis & Andrew Gruver
Catherine Bronnert & Brett DeSchepper
Rhea & Rajan Dev
Eva Deng and Rod Uribe
Lealah & Zappo Dickinson
Jay Dillemuth & Caroline White
Brian Donaldson & Robin Kibby
Jonathan Dowdy & Signe Burns
Margaret Dowdy
Elisa Edwards
Emily Esguerra
Jay & Erica Feldman
Liza Finkelstein & Alexis Laurent
Sidney E. Frank Foundation
Marcus & Bethany Freeling
Catherine Freeling
Jane Friedman
Caroline Fromson
Francis Fryscak & Audrey Martin
Freya & Jacob Fuchs
Linda Fynn
Julie & Seth Garz

Giuliana Gavilano & Raul Ochoa
Palzang & Pema Gellek
James & Sophia Genone
Cosmin Gheorghe & Patricia
Rojas-Zambrano
Matthew Gibbs
Hugh Globerson & Rosalie Lamb
Steven Go & Deanna Kiser-Go
Rachel Goodenow & Obadiah Greenberg
Offer & Mirit Grembek
Rose Griffin
Juan Gril & Laura de la Torre
Toby D. Halpern
Cathy and Peter Halstead
Paci Hammond & Larry Goldman
Tom Hertenstein & Holly Sherratt
Edith Hirsch
Loxie Hoshino
Wenjuan Hu & HeRui Huang
Rebecca Husband & Tom Meyer
Martin & Zoya Hynes
Sarai Ikenze
Tseday & Francesco Isolani
Andrew Jervis & Kathleen Fitzpatrick
Jewish Community Federation Foundation
& Endowment Fund
Keasley Jones & Autumn Stephens
Eric Jungerman & Katie Meadows
Emily & Gabe Kaplan
Billy Karp & Jill Israel
Carrie & Justin Katz
Susan Kegeles & Jeffrey Lazarus
Ilan & Marlene Keret
C.D.Khanna
Arpy Khatchirian & Faraaz Mirza
Minji & Jae Kim
Erica Koval
Joshua Langenthal & Diane Halberg
Patrick Lee & Coco Doo
Tom Lent & Martha Crusius
Debbie Lloyd
Vanessa Lowe & Kent Sparling
Lisa Lum & Michael Hohmeyer
Shelly & Bill Lynch
Dibsy Machta
Preston Maring & Phyllis Peacock
Tom Mayhew & Matti Fromson
Darlene Mayhew
Jed McCaleb & MiSoon Burzlaff
Jeannie McKenzie
Deneb Meketa & Jen King
Robin Mencher & Matthew Dimond
Mari Mendonca
Kalen Meyer
Angela & Florian Michahelles
Joni Millen

Kate Miller
Jason Morte
Paul Mueller & Tiffany Romain
Amy Ng & Elliott Chin
Thomas & Ricky O’Kane
Louise Palmer & Jason Rubin
Kemmeo Parr
Penn & Juliana Phillips
Donald & Suzanne Phillips
Ignacio Pinilla & Grace Colangelo
Jessica & Arshan Poursohi
Lauren & Tom Purcell
Ursula Radics
Paula Raskin
Daniel Raskin & Kayoko Yokoyama
Arthur Reingold & Gail Bolan
Yavanna & Jeffrey Reynolds
Carla & David Riemer
Stuart Robbins & Tracy Stickler
Nancy & Charlie Roberts
Judith & Charles Roberts
Chelsa Robinson & Eric Kirkwood
Joyce Romano & Walker Brents III
Elana Roston & Scott Saul
Stephanie & Ira Rubin
Silver Samuels
Kimberly Satterfield
Frank & Claire Schooley
Barbara and Kenneth Seplow
Andrew Seplow & Margie Jacobs
Kathleen Sharp & Alita Rosenfeld
Stephanie Sisk-Hilton & Phil Hilton
Jeanne Sohn & James Byun
Sara & Olav Spiegel
Jamuel Starkey & Jennifer Kirkland
Paul Steckel & Mo Morris
Andy Stevko & Franziska Marks
Diana Stewart
Mary Stewart & Danny Zolotow
Amelia Tavistock & Courtney Kolb
Lee Tempkin & Nancy Nash
Azam Thatte & Anna Duraj-Thatte
Stephanie Thomas
Maria Troy & Thompson Owen
Danica Truchlikova
Carina & David Urbach
Janet Volkmann
Rob & Carolyn von Behren
Love Weinstock & Anthony Fisher
David Weisz & Caryn Rybczynski
Gideon & Shirley Weisz
Leilee Weyerhaeuser & Damian Rouson
Amy Wooldridge & Andreanna Mevoli
Walter & Susan Wriggins
Siu Yung & Alma Wong
Raul Yabar Uribe & Vanessa Herrera

CLASS

2017

∙ Middle Schools ∙
King Middle School ∙ Black Pine Circle ∙ East Bay School For Boys
Longfellow Middle School ∙ Willard Middle School ∙ Albany Middle School
Prospect Sierra School ∙ The Sterne School ∙ Raskob Day School
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The Annual Fund. If You Believe In It, Invest In It.
Our 2018 Annual Fund drive continues! We need your help to reach our goal of
$125,000, and 100% participation! Every gift matters, and every dollar counts!
Your contribution directly supports our students, teachers and the future of
Berkwood Hedge School. Please join us and make your gift today!

Ways to Give
Go online to donatenow.networkforgood.org/berkwoodhedge
Gifts of stock, employer matching gifts and planned giving are welcome.
Please contact advancement@berkwood.org
To give by check, please mail your gift to 1809 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94703.

Thank you for your support!

berkwood.org
facebook.com/BerkwoodHedge
berkwood_hedge_school
@BerkwoodHedge
(510) 883-6990

To read an electronic edition of this year and last
year’s Behind The Hedge go to berkwood.org and
select “Annual Report and Newsletters” under
the “About Us” panel.

